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Chapter 1 Overview

1.1 Company Profile
Nanjing Runze Fluid Control Equipment Co., Ltd. was established in 2014. We are a national high-

tech enterprise focusing on R&D and production of fluid accessories for numerous analytical instruments.

We engineer, manufacture and market differentiated standard products such as syringe pumps, selector

valves, high-pressure valves, gastight syringes, peristaltic pumps, plastic fittings, etc.. We persevere in

providing our customers with best quality and service in the fields of environmental monitoring,

biopharmaceuticals, medical equipment, industrial automation and laboratory instruments, etc..

In past years, we have accumulated rich technical and practical experience that bring us honors of

ISO9001, National High-tech Enterprise, Jiangsu Province Private Science and Technology Enterprise, 5A

Bank Credit Assessment, 38 technical patents and multiple software copyright including 8 invention

patents, 17 utility model patents, 13 design patents.

Runze always focuses on strategy and innovation, accurately grasps the general trend of the fluid

equipment industry, and has made continuous and large R&D investment in the core technology. This

has enabled the company to obtain a huge advantage in the production and sales of analysis instrument

accessories and is always at the forefront of the industry. RUNZE Technology Center has a reliable EMC

laboratory and a series of advanced processing equipment and testing instruments, such as imported

white light interferometer, Keens plane rapid detector, five-axis machining center, high-precision nano-

grinding machine, etc.. Runze adopts leading production technology, fully implement lean production

concepts, and always maintain professional international first-class manufacturing capabilities.
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Chapter 2 Technology and Function

2.1 Product Introduction

Components: The physical appearance of the product is shown on the figure above (take the single-

head syringe pump as an example), which is composed of eccentric wheel, 42 stepper motor, crank arm,

push rod, piston, borosilicate glass, and imported photoelectric sensor.

Photoelectric sensor: The built-in Panasonic photoelectric sensor design has more advantages. It is

not easy to be touched by mistake or damaged by squeezing. It counts more accurately and has excellent

anti-interference ability. This device is optional. According to the buyer's needs, such as counting control

of motor rotation, this device needs to be added. If there is no such demand, this device is not added.

Note: Use a low speed during adjustment to prevent the piston from squeezing to the upper end.

Main use: Mainly used in biological laboratories. The controller and execution unit are of separate

structure, and the execution unit has a clamping mechanism. The reciprocating syringe pump is small,

compact, easy to install, convenient to operate, and the installation structure can be conveniently used

with biological instruments such as micromanipulators and stereotaxic devices, so it is widely used in

various biological analysis fields.

2.2 Naming Rules
The model parameters are as follows:

Example: 1ml single-head reciprocating syringe pump, 42 stepper motor, without optocoupler and

drive: Rpm-01-D-42-1-W00
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2.3 Product Classification and Characteristics

2.3.1 Classification
a. Divided into 1ml, 2ml, 3ml syringe pump according to specifications.

Description: 1ml, 2ml, and 3ml refer to the volume of liquid aspirated/discharged per rotation of the

motor.

b. According to single-head and double-head, it is divided into single-head reciprocating syringe

pump and double-head reciprocating syringe pump.

Description: The single-head reciprocating syringe pump is composed of a motor and a syringe

pump structure, and the double-head reciprocating syringe pump is composed of a motor and two

syringe pump structures.

2.3.2 Features
a. Rpm-01 syringe pump has the advantages of maintenance-free and long life.

b. High repeatability; compared with peristaltic pumps, it solves the problems of pump tube aging

and inaccurate flow.

c. Strong corrosion resistance; high borosilicate glass and PTFE piston have good chemical properties

and are not easy to react with chemical reagents.

2.4 Dimensions (unit: mm)
The single-head reciprocating syringe pump is shown on the figure, and the injection interface

adopts the internal thread 1/4-28UNF, which is used with two check valves (one in and one out).
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The double-head syringe pump is shown on the figure. One motor is connected to one syringe

pump separately at both ends, the power is turned on, the enable switch button is pressed, the motor

rotates and the two syringe pumps work at the same time. One is in the aspirating state and the other is

in the discharge state, such a cyclic movement realizes the double aspirating/discharge process.

2.5 Basic Parameters

2.5.1 Basic Datasheet

Name Parameter

Rated volume 1ml 2ml 3ml

Resolution 1ml 2ml 3ml

Accuracy ±1% (one reciprocating stroke)

Precision (repeatability) 0.3%～0.7%

Pressure 0.3 Mpa

Service life 3 million times no leakage (media: water)

Maximum speed 180 rpm (single-head) 160 rpm (double-head)

Minimum speed 1rpm

Actuator Eccentric wheel

Wetted material Borosilicate glass, PTFE piston

Interface 1/4-28UNF

Communication RS485/RS232/CAN 总线

Power supply DC24V/1.5A

Operating temperature 5～55℃

Operating humidity ≤80% relative humidity, non-condensing
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Dimension (L*W*H)
98.3*42*116.4 mm

(single-head)
181.6*56*125.08 mm (double-

head)

Weight 0.8 kg (single-head) 2.158 kg (double-head)

2.5.2 Manual of Rpm-01 Motor
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2.5.3 Manual of Rpm-01 Optocoupler
Warning:

1. For safety, it is forbidden to use this product as a legendary device.

2. For safety, please use products that comply with relevant national laws and regulations and OSHA,

ANSI, or IEC.

Applicable specifications/regulations

Products with CE standards, EU directives, EMC directives

Input and output circuit diagram

(Note 1) The unused output wire must be insulated.

Precautions

1. This product is only for industrial use.

2. Because the sensor is used inside the machine, it cannot sense external light signals. Please note

that the external light signal cannot directly reflect the light receiving area.

3. If the sensor is used in dusty environment, please use a dry and soft cotton cloth to clean the
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signal sending and receiving area regularly. Wires of 0.3 mm2 or thicker can be extended up to a total

length of 100 meters. However, because the extension of the wire reduces the voltage, it is necessary to

ensure that the power supply voltage of the wire at the end of the sensor must be the rated voltage.

2.6 Port Definition
Note: This control board description is only for users who purchased the Rpm-01 syringe pump that

contains a control module. If the purchased drive board does not contain a control module, ignore this

part.

Diagram of drive control board

Port Description Port Description

+ DC24V positive A+、A- Stepper motor phase A wiring

- DC24V negative B+、B- Stepper motor phase B wiring

TX RS232 data input O1 IO1 optocoupler signal

RX RS232 data output O2 IO2 optocoupler signal

GND RS232 Grounding O3 IO3 optocoupler signal

H CAN H V1 V1 power positive

L CAN L V2 V2 power positive

A RS485 A V3 V3 power positive

B RS485 B GND GND
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Chapter 3 Rpm-01 Control Code Instruction
3.1 Overview

The data transmission between the syringe pump and the host controlling system (Computer, MCU,

PLC, etc.) adopts serial communication (RS232, RS485, CAN bus). Description of the communication

format as following: the communication adopts asynchronous serial communication, and the sum check

with two bytes (2Byte) is adopted by the command & data frame. Commands & data in communication

must be in hexadecimal. Parameters are stored in little-endian mode.

Communication interface: RS232, RS485, CAN bus;

Communication mode: two-way asynchronous, master-slave mode;

Baud rate: RS232&RS485: 9600bps, 19200bps, 38400bps,57600bps, 115200bps;

CAN : 100K, 200K, 500K, 1M;

Data bit: 8 Bit;

Parity check: no check;

Response time: <1 second after receiving the command

3.2 Installation & Debugging
1. Install the debugging tools, please refer to 《Debugging Tools Instruction》for details.

2. Instructions for use, please refer to 《Rpm-01 Quick Use Guide》for details.

3.3 Code Instruction

3.3.1 Control Command Format
The frame of “send command” is 8 bytes and the complete format is as follows:

Table 3-3-1 Send command (common command)

Send
command

Frame
header

Address bit
Control

command
Command
parameter

End of
frame

Sum check

Byte code B0 B1 B2 B3，B4 B5 B6，B7

Byte number 1 1 1 2 1 2

Note: The above command format refers to the common sent command. In particular, the factory

command has more password bits, and the parameter bits have also changed, from the original 2 bytes

to 4 bytes. The command format is as follows:

The frame of "factory command" is 14 bytes, and the format is as follows:
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Table 3-3-2 Send command (factory command)

Send
command

Frame
header

Address
bit

Control
command

Password Parameter
End of
frame

Sum
check

Byte code B0 B1 B2 B3,B4,B5,B6 B7,B8,B9,B10 B11 B12,B13

Byte number 1 1 1 4 4 1 2

The frame of “response command” is 8 bytes and the complete format is as follows:

Table 3-3-3 Response command

Response
command

Frame
header

Address bit
Response

state
Parameter End of frame Sum check

Byte code B0 B1 B2 B3，B4 B5 B6，B7

Byte number 1 1 1 2 1 2

Note: The send command and response command format of common command are the same, and

all the frame of response command is 8 bytes.

3.3.2 Command Format Instruction
Definition of frame header and end of frame B0，B5(B11)

Table 3-3-4 Definition of frame header and end of frame

Name Code Remark

Frame header B0 0xCC

End of frame B5(B11) 0xDD

Note: The send command and response command of the common command are the same. The

frame header and end of frame are B0 and B5 respectively. Specially, the end of frame of factory

command is B11.

Definition of address bit B1

Table 3-3-5 Definition of address bit

Name Abbreviation Code B1 Remark

Address bit ADDR 0xXX

Note: 1. The send command and response command are the same.

2. The XX in “0xXX” means that it can be set, the factory default is 0x00, and the parameter value

range is 0x00～0xFF.
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Control Code Instruction (B2～B10)

Code B2 Abbreviation
Password

B3 B4 B5 B6
Parameter

B7 B8 B9 B10

0x00 Set address
B3=0xFF B4=0xEE
B5=0xBB B6=0xAA

B7=0xXX (B8=0x00 B9=0x00 B10=0x00) The value range
of XX is 00～FF and the default is 00.

0x01
Set RS232
baud rate

B3=0xFF B4=0xEE
B5=0xBB B6=0xAA

Totally 5 baud rates, the factory default is 9600bps.
（B8=0x00 B9=0x00 B10=0x00）

B7=0x0000 corresponding baud rate 9600bps
B7=0x0001 corresponding baud rate 19200bps
B7=0x0002 corresponding baud rate 38400bps
B7=0x0003 corresponding baud rate 57600bps
B7=0x0004 corresponding baud rate 115200bps

0x02
Set RS485
baud rate

B3=0xFF B4=0xEE
B5=0xBB B6=0xAA

0x03
Set CAN baud

rate
B3=0xFF B4=0xEE
B5=0xBB B6=0xAA

Totally 4 baud rates, the factory default is 100K.
（B8=0x00 B9=0x00 B10=0x00）

B7=0x0000 corresponding baud rate 100Kbps
B7=0x0001 corresponding baud rate 200Kbps
B7=0x0002 corresponding baud rate 500Kbps
B7=0x0003 corresponding baud rate 1Mbps

0x05
Set

subdivision
B3=0xFF B4=0xEE
B5=0xBB B6=0xAA

Totally 9 subdivisions
（B8=0x00 B9=0x00 B10=0x00）

B7=0x0001 subdivision 2
B7=0x0002 subdivision 4
B7=0x0003 subdivision 8
B7=0x0004 subdivision 16
B7=0x0005 subdivision 32
B7=0x0006 subdivision 64
B7=0x0007 subdivision 128
B7=0x0008 subdivision 256

0x07
Set maximum

speed
B3=0xFF B4=0xEE
B5=0xBB B6=0xAA

B7=0xXX B8=0xXX（B9=0x00 B10=0x00）
The value range of B8B7 is 0x0005～0x00B4.

The set rotation speed is 5～180 rpm (factory default
speed is 100 rpm, B7=64)

Note: The maximum speed of single-head: 180rpm, the
maximum speed of double-head: 160rpm

Note: The rotation speed here is set to 5～180 rpm, which
means that the best operating speed of the reciprocating

syringe pump is 5～180 rpm. It is not that the speed
beyond this range cannot be set. When the speed of the

Rpm-01 is lower than 5 rpm or higher than 180 rpm, errors
may occur in the operation.

0x10
Set CAN

destination
address

B3=0xFF B4=0xEE
B5=0xBB B6=0xAA

B7=0xXX (B8=0x00 B9=0x00 B10=0x00)
The value range of XX is 00～FF and default is 00.

Table 3-3-6 Control Code Instruction

Set command (factory command)（B2～B10）
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Query command (common command)（B2～B4）

Code B2 Abbreviation Parameter B3 B4

0x20 Query address B3=0x00 B4=0x00

Ox21 Query RS232 baud rate B3=0x00 B4=0x00

0x22 Query RS485 baud rate B3=0x00 B4=0x00

0x23 Query CAN baud rate B3=0x00 B4=0x00

0x27 Query maximum speed B3=0x00 B4=0x00

0x30 Query CAN destination address B3=0x00 B4=0x00

0x3F Query current version B3=0x00 B4=0x00

Control command (common command)（B2～B4）

Note: If you encounter unexpected power failure, there are two measures:

1. Send the command 0x4D, the the parameter is 0xC8 to make the pump reach the counting

optocoupler.

2. Send the command 0x46, and the parameter is 0x01 to make the pump reach the counting

optocoupler.

Code B2 Abbreviation Parameter B3 B4

0x46
Rotate the designated circle clockwise, and
finally stop at the counting optocoupler

B3=0x00 B4=0x00
The syringe runs to the octocoupler and stops.

0x47 Continuously rotate clockwise B3=0x00 B4=0x00

0x48 Continuously rotate counterclockwise B3=0x00 B4=0x00

0x49 Forcibly stop B3=0x00 B4=0x00

0x4A Query motor status B3=0x00 B4=0x00

0xFF Reset the internal data of the drive B3=0x00 B4=0x00

Sum check（B6，B7）

Table 3-3-7 Sum check

Name Abbreviation Code B6，B7 Remark

Sum check Sum check 0xXX 0xXX The sum from frame header to end of frame

Note: the sum check bit of factory command is B12，B13

Response parameter instruction B2 B3 B4

Table 3-3-8 Response parameter

Code B2 Description Other parameter B3 B4

0x00 Normal status B3=0x00 B4=0x00

0x01 Frame error Parameter=0x00 0x00

0x02 Parameter error Parameter=0x00 0x00
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0x03 Octocoupler error Parameter=0x00 0x00

0x04 Motor busy Parameter=0x00 0x00

0x05 Motor stalled Parameter=0x00 0x00

0x06 Unknown position Parameter=0x00 0x00

0xFE Task being executed Parameter=0x00 0x00

0xFF Unknown error Parameter=0x00 0x00

Note: In RS485 communication, when sending an action command, the B2 byte receiving FE

indicates that the command has been received and is being executed.

Explanation: ⑴ The code B2 in the response command indicates the current running state of the

motor. Only when B2=0x00, the motor runs normally. The other parameters are shown in the above table,

and different abnormal states are shown respectively. In principle, the command 0X4A should be sent to

query the motor status after the motor is running. Only when the B2 parameter in the response

command is 00, other commands can be executed correctly.

Note: The code parameters of all the above commands are set in little-endian mode. In little-endian

mode storage, the low-order data is stored in the low-order address, and the high-order data is stored in

the high-order address.
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Chapter 4 Application Examples

4.1 Single-head Rpm-01 Syringe Pump
Work process of single-head Rpm-01 syringe pump:

1. The connection method is shown on the figure below:

2. Workflow action:

When the syringe pump aspirates liquid, the liquid in tank A is pumped into the cavity of the syringe

pump through the check valve that only enters and not exits; when the syringe pump discharges liquid,

the liquid is discharged into the tank B through the check valve that only exits and not enters.

Work process of single-head Rpm-01 syringe pump

Power on, press the start button, the motor rotates to drive the internal eccentric wheel to rotate,

and the eccentric wheel rotates to drive the piston to move up and down one circle. When the piston

moves down, it aspirates liquid from the tank A, and when the piston moves up, the liquid is discharged

to the tank B, so as to achieve one-time aspirating and discharge. Such circular movement can achieve

the transfer of liquid from tank A to tank B.

4.2 Double-head Rpm-01 Syringe Pump
Work process of double-head Rpm-01 syringe pump:

1. The connection method is shown on the figure below:

check valve that
only enters and

not exits

check valve
that only exits
and not enters
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2. Workflow action:

A motor connects a syringe pump separately at both ends of the motor. The check valves of the two

syringe pumps that only enters are placed in tank A, and the check valves of the two syringe pumps that

only exits are placed in tank B. Power on, press the start button, the motor rotates, the two syringe pumps

work at the same time. One is aspirating liquid and the other is discharging liquid. The motor continues to

rotate, and the two syringe pumps continue to aspirate/discharge the liquid, so as to transfer the liquid

from tank A to tank B.

Work process of double-head Rpm-01 syringe pump

The working principle of single-head and double-head Rpm-01 syringe pump is basically same,

except that with one rotation of motor, the volume of double-head Rpm-01 is twice that of single-head

one.

Note: During actual application, adjust the speed control button to control the speed within the

range of 0-100 rpm.

4.3 Common Problems and Solutions
Phenomenon Possible problems

Not working when powered on
1. The working voltage is not within the qualified range.

2. The connection is loose or disconnected.

Not aspirating liquid
1. Whether it is blocked by particles.

2. Whether the direction of the check valve is reversed.

Solutions

1. Check whether there is deviation between the actual pin voltage and the rated voltage.

2. Manually check whether the contact is good, or check the circuit with a multimeter.

3. Take out the pump tube and remove foreign objects

4. Check the check valve interface. The aspirating port is connected to the check valve that only enters,
and the discharge port is connected to the check valve that only exits.
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Chapter 5 Technical Service
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